Peter Darling

When the
Moon was
Ours

Austin Chant
YA CHA

Anna-Marie McLemore

When grown-up Peter
Pan returns to
Neverland, everything
has changed—
including his feelings
for his old rival,
Captain Hook.
Also
on:

YA MCL
A magical friendship
turns to love, but is
threatened by
witches.
Also
on:

Symptoms of
Being Human
Jeff Garvin
YA GAR
A struggling genderfluid teen creates a
blog but is ridiculed
for it at school.
Also
on:

The Art of
Being Normal
Lisa Williamson
YA WIL
David wants to be a
girl and Leo wants to
be invisible. An
unlikely friendship
forms, but things are
about to get messy.

And She Was

Birdy Flynn

Lizard Radio

Jessica Verdi

Helen Honohoe

Pat Schmatz

YA VER

YA DON

YA SCH

When Dara learns that
her single mom is
transgendered, she
sets off on an
impromptu road trip.

When Birdy’s friends
do a terrible thing,
Birdy learns
something about
growing up and being
true to yourself.

Things are
complicated for Kivali,
but she has the
unique ability to
channel and explore
the power of her
animal self.
Also
on:

Jaya and Rasa:
A Love Story

Beast
Brie Spangler

Snia Patel

YA SPA

Jaya is a transgender
outsider and Rasa
thinks sex is her only
power. Will their love
transcend and pull
them forward?

Also
on:

Meredith Russo
YA RUS
Amanda changes schools, then falls for Grant
and wants to share her past as Andrew with
him.
Also
on:

YA DAN

Also
on:

A transgender
teenager is
transformed into her
ideal self and is
imbued with
superhero powers.

Rachel Gold

Jess, Chunk,
and the Road
Trip to Infinity

Nemesis,
Book 2:
Dreadnought

YA GOL

Kristin Elizabeth Clark

April Daniels

Emily knows who she
is inside, but will the
people in her life allow
her to be Emily and
not Christopher?

YA CLA

YA DAN

Last time Jess saw her
father, she was a boy
named Jeremy. Now
she’s driving to his
wedding with her
friend, Chunk.

New superhero
Dreadnought is
stretched thin, and it's
only going to get
worse.

Being Emily

If I Was Your Girl

April Daniels

YA PAT

While in group
therapy, social outcast
Dylan falls for Jamie,
not knowing, at first,
that she is
transgender.

Also
on:

Nemesis,
Book 1:
Dreadnought

Also
on:

Also
on:

